
river after spending whole days focusing on my project"

city  and  at  last  reaching  holland  and  recording  my  thoughts  walking  along  the 

teaching but also taking a lot of long and solitary walks in the nature to the 

09063:   "recording   of   thoughts   mostly   while   in   sweden   living   in   a   tent   and 

 

 

             

              

 

              

 

 

             

              

 

 

              

 

 

 

            

             

 

 

using   internet   at   giancarlo's   restaurant   till   at   last   hearing   music   at   the 

while  in  the  mountains  listening  to  young  daniela  singing  and  the  radio  while 

taking notes of the songs for me and in venice listening to music walking around 

03087: "listening to music in the radio driving south through germany with myrthe 

apartments in venice and hearing the whistling of songs by the gondolieri"

gym and while watching movies with august and spending quite some time looking for 

time and then in sweden listening to the radio while training in the university 

traveling with him by car in the north listening to the radio and having a good 

03086: "music hear while waiting for august at the airport in amsterdam and then 

a room rental"

from early morning to late evening painting my apartment there and turning it into 

plastering of the entrance walls and at last reaching venice and working very hard 

working hard and being very disciplined with my project but also doing some 

give up the work there after my doctorate and then going to the netherlands 

01162: "a month with a lot of activities started initially in sweden deciding to 

creator a bit like me going up and down the river recording my thoughts"

and a frog struggling with her beauty but also becoming a philosopher and a 

cullemborg river in holland and nonetheless imagining a more african environment 

08071: "fable written at last giving up my swedish job and going to live by the 

africa"

along with many medium scale terrorist attacks both in arabic countries and in 

12128: "quite many fire related deaths in europe and a big landslide in china 

varnishing the windows with a strong colour"

and clean small island of san pietro breathing the fresh air from the sea but also 

emission gasses biking past big villages and finally flying to venice in the windy 

weather and breathing they gyps used for plastering as well as later also some 

traffic and later traveling to holland staying mostly inside because of the bad 

15094: "a very polluted month to begin with walking in stockholm with a lot of 

the urban environment getting quite domestic after dropping my work"

apartment under renovation but generally having far less time to film and explore 

finally in venice filming while transporting heavy things and backpacks to my 

and then in holland taking several videos mostly visiting places by bike and 

13130: "filming first in stockholm walking all the city taking my parents around 

the cultural house"

university gym in sweden and at various location like going around like a bump in 



much cooler weather and some rain"

boats with discarded objects and at last going up the mountains with him finding a 

getting  quite  a  lot  of  sun  while  in  lido  beach  with  august  building  sheds  and 

apartment  there  and  then  occasionally  getting  some  cool  air  with  a  storm  and 

16109: "a month suffering a lot of the summer heat while in venice renovating the 

emotionally"

very  obstructive  but  at  last  finding  a  way  to  go  to  the  mountains  and  recover 

louise and getting in an argument with myrthe with the internet hosting becoming 

better alone with august going to the beach and also hanging out with mary and 

apartment and sleeping quite little with the heat and the seaguls but then feeling 

04095:  "a  quite  distressful  month  with  much  work  to  do  renovating  the  venice 

minor attacks also finding quite some accident related casualties"

connection  and  this  time  finding  news  from  all  over  the  world  and  beside  some 

12129: "news read while in venice mostly on my phone still lacking an internet 

top of a cliff looking the clouds from there or on my way to the university"

winter and going out with august to light the fire along the frozen river or on 

living as a bachelor in the sodertalje suburb enjoying some sunny days despite the 

17078:  "a  lot  of  boys  and  naked  women  and  some  animals  seen  in  clouds  while 

visiting the picturesque murano"

quite  unable  to  use  it  for  some  time  having  to  pull  it  out  manually  as  i  did 

filming a little there till at last getting sand in the camera optic and getting 

good time together roaming around the city but also going frequently to lido and 

carrying heavy things but at last getting august on holiday with me and spending a 

with  not  so  often  only  when  going  to  buy  different  things  for  the  house  and 

13131: "being fully in venice renovating my apartment there and filming to begin 

with the seagulls walking me up"

mentally here doing too much work and waking up too early to remember any dreams 

the  illustrations  i  make  and  at  last  coming  to  venice  and  having  to  resettle 

dreams affected by all the bike riding there but also strongly affected from all 

it  with  years  of  commuting  and  in  the  netherlands  getting  good  nights  of  many 

02149: "finally dropping the work in sweden and all the unsettleness related to 

as part of an exhibition i was also taking part of"

russian boyfriend and at last a cool american guy working for disney met in dublin 

and  a  girl  from  turin  met  on  the  girl  to  stockholm  where  she  was  visiting  her 

girl married to a guy from schio and trying to do all sort of bizzarre evnts there 

and an old couple met walking on the ridge of the novegno mountain and a dutch 

roommates one sicilian alberto and the czech girl kate who is later to leave him 

10090:  "an  italian  student  met  on  the  way  back  to  sweden  and  then  my  two  new 



in the much cooler mountains"

always a little wind while on the wild side of the lido beach and almost no wind 

and  also  very  powerful  wind  during  two  storms  and  other  than  that  experiencing 

18105: "finding quite some nice wind in the small island of san pietro in venice 


